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Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs)  belong to the class of MAGNETIC MULTILAYERS 

Films composed by a sequency of atomic layers of 
one ore more atomic species, with different 
electronic and magnetic properties

What are they?

“Design materials”, controlled on the atomic size 
(layer by layer) during the growth

They exhibit new interesting electronic and magnetic properties, also tunable 
during the growth



Wave function of electrons confined to dimensions comparable with their 
wavelenght: QUANTIZATION PHENOMENA

 Quantum well states

 Oscillatory magnetic coupling

 Spin dependent transport: resistivity depends on the 
relative magnetization of ferromagnetic layers in the 
structure (AMR, GMR, TMR)

Magnetic multilayers are suitable for technological applications in magnetic nanodevices  
 Magnetic tunnel junctions applied in magnetic memories for HD

Giant Magnetoresistance is caused by the
spin dependent scattering of electrons



Magnetic Tunnel Junctions 

Magnetic Free layer
Magnetic Pinned layer
Insulator spacing layer

Magnetic layers separated by an insulator spacing
of nanometric size  tunneling of electronic wave function

Thickness of the spacer of the order of the electron’s wavelenght

Spin: one more degree of freedom  Tunneling is “magnetic”

Resistivity perpendicular to the junction is higher in the antiparallel configuration
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MTJ works with high applied voltage (on a scale of 100 mV) and low currents



 Overview of the theoretical models proposed in last decades to explain    
  the magnetic tunnel in the junction: physical basis of the process

 Role of the electronic properties of the constituent layers

 Why the nanometric size of the structure has a fundamental importance?

Outline of the presentation 



1975: Julliere proposed the first model to explain magnetic tunneling

Electrodes treated as independent systems

Tunneling current deduced by the Fermi Golden Rule:

TMR as a function of polarization

Failure of the model:

TMR is independent from the barrier’s parameters

Misunderstanding in the meaning of polarization: it’s the polarization at the Fermi 
level of the electrons responsible of transport

Free electrons models 

Constant potential both in the electrodes (ferromagnetic layers) and  in the barrier

We will assume that the spin is conserved during the tunneling

Temperature effects are neglected at first
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1989: Slonczewski

Introduces the overlap of the wave functions in the barrier: matching across the 
junction

Electrodes + Barrier as a whole system

Polarization of electrons depends on the height of the barrier through

That reduces to Julliere’s one for high barriers

Failure of the model:

It treats electrons as free: parabolic bands are not the realistic ones
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In order to improve the model is necessary to take into account the 
electronic structure of the electrodes…

Electronic band stucture of iron along high symmetry paths

Electrons near to the Fermi 
level involved in transport

s and p electrons: high 
group velocity

d bands are flat

In real solids:

Hybridization of the 
states  sp band often 
responsible of transport

The difference in the electronic band structure of the two spin component is a key 
aspect to understand the magnetic tunnel.

DFT GGA calculation  (from my thesis work)



….and that of the spacing layer: It can’t be neglected!

It’s an insulator: the energy gap acts as a barrier for the incoming electrons:

Role of the COMPLEX BAND STRUCTURE

It’s an ultrathin film, limitated by two interfaces which play an active role:

- Breaking of the periodicity along z

- kz is not a good quantum number, electronic bands are function of k||



Propagating solution are prevented in the gap  only states which decays 
exponentially

Decay parameter = Im(kz)  deduced by the complex band structure

Vacuum level

EF

Semi-circular complex band structure in
the energy gap

Complex band stucture of the insulator: it’s a bulk property



The energy gap of the insulating layer and the complex band structure within it vary 
as a function of k|| (remember that it’s a confined system!) 

The decay parameter depends on k|| 

The critical thickness of the spacing layer is determined by the smaller value of

Im(kz) at the Fermi level, and varying k||. 

It corresponds to the maximum lenght that an electron (with E~EF) can travel in the 
employed insulator  it’s the maximum thickness of the layer to have a tunnel 
process.

It determines the thickness…



…and the symmetry

The electronic state corresponding to the selected value of Im(kz) is the only one 
that passes through the barrier. It is caracterized by a defined symmetry.

Only the ferromagnet’s electrons  with the same symmetry can expoit this channel 
for transport. 
Usually at the Fermi level only one spin component has the right symmetry

Spacing layer acts as a filter for electrons   it selects only one spin
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What happens at the second interface?

Parallel configuration: 

Matching of the wave function symmetric to that of the first interface

The electron finds states with the right symmetry and same spin and propagates 

Antiparallel configuration: 

In the second ferromagnet the electron belongs to the other spin component. 
If there is not any state at the Fermi level with its spin and right symmetry  then 
the electron can’t propagate 

Tunnel probability is lower in the antiparallel configuration 

It’s equivalent to say that the resistivity is higher!



The advantage of “nano” doesn’t finish here!

The efficiency of the Magnetic Tunnel Junction depends on many parameters
(temperature, applied voltage, scattering) 

Obtain an high TMR ratio (useful in technological applications) is a demanding task

One more time, employing a nanometer size components, it’s possible to induce
new electronic properties able to improve the efficiency.

Introducing a thin non magnetic film between the insulator and one electrode:
TMR can be enhanced 



Depending on the NM layer’s thickness, states of different spin can appear
and disappear at the Fermi level.

There is a further selection on spin of the carriers. 

Due to the electronic confinement:

Quantum well states in the NM layer 

They are spin polarized due to the spin 
dependent reflection of electrons at the 
FM/NM interface

A new source of “filtering” is introduced in the 
antiparallel configuration.
R↑↓ is lowered and th TMR ratio enhanced



Conclusion 

The theoretical models proposed to explain the magnetic quantum tunneling and 
the changes in magnetoresistance observed in MTJ have been presented.

A realistic picture of this process has to take into account the electronic structure of 
the involved materials.

Aspect to bring at home (mainly related to nanostructures):

The spin dependence of the current is strictly related to the matching of the 
electronic bands of the layers which compose the junction

The spacing layers acts as a spin filter and its nanometric size is a “condition to 
happen” of the process.

The electron confinement in low dimension is a suitable tool in improoving the 
efficiency of the juctions (additional non magnetic layers) 
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